Methods: We performed a retrospective analysis of 73 SPKT recipients who underwent transplantation between 1988 and 2015.

Results: 50.68% of patients were male. During the time of surgery the mean age was 37.8 ± 7.44 years. DM1 was diagnosed average 25 ± 6.08 years before SPKT. For 21.3% it was pre-emptive transplant. 60.9% and 17.19% were on haemodialysis and CADO respectively (the mean dialysis time was 29.05 months). Reoperation due to pancreatic and kidney complications amounted respectively 23.3% vs 8.3%. DGF was observed in 9.6% of kidney graft recipients. Mean HLA - A - B - DR mismatches were: 1:4, 1:58, 1:27. All patient received induction of immunosuppression (polyclonal immunoglobulins: ATG/Thymoglobulin – 64% or monoclonal: daclizumab/basiliximab – 36%). Kidney graft survival at 1, 5, 10, 15 years 100%, 97%, 85% and 67%; and pancreas survival is 95%, 92%, 87% and 67% respectively. There was noticed tendency to increase creatinine level (from 1.18 at 1 year to 1.78 at 15 years) and decrease of haemoglobin level (from 13.84 at 1 year to 12.65 at 15 years). Patients with longer time of dialysis were more commonly infected by HCV (p = 0.04), more often hospitalized due to cardiovascular complications (p = 0.004) and had shorter survival time (p = 0.03). HBV infection correlated with longer time of hospitalization during transplantation procedure (p = 0.006), more often delay grant function of pancreas (p = 0.008), higher serum level of CRP (p = 0.04) and more frequent hospitalizations in subsequent years (p = 0.003).

Conclusion: Shorter dialysis time improves patient prognosis after SPKTx. HBV and HCV infection is associated with more frequent complications and worse prognosis. Cardiovascular complications are more likely to affect diabetes patients.
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Aim: To determine the effects of using suturing hemostasis in cases of cystectomy of unilateral endometriomas and mature teratomas (MT).

Introduction: Nowadays there is a noticeably growing rate of benign ovarian tumors requiring urgent treatment. It is known that preserving women’s reproductive potential after conserving surgeries on the ovaries, intracorporeal suturing is a preferred hemostatic method over bipolar energy. Enucleation of endometriomas and MT leads to diminished OR regardless of the energy type used as a hemostasis.
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Aim: Age is one of the risk factors for postoperative complications in open surgery of the aorta. The awareness of their frequency may lead to earlier diagnosing and referral for procedure in order to avoid negative results of surgery and further therapy.

Introduction: The aim of our study was to assess the dependent of age frequency of postoperative complications among patients undergoing primary open surgical procedure within abdominal aorta due to aneurysm (AAA) or/and peripheral arterial disease (PAD).

Methods: The study group consisted of 249 patients (84.7% men), aged 69.1 ± 8.2 with AAA or/and PAD who underwent open abdominal aorta surgery between August 2015 and January 2017. Patients were divided into three groups depending on age group I < 65 years (61 patients, aged 58.8 ± 5), group II 65–74 yrs (118 patients, aged 68.5 ± 2.8) and group III >74 yrs (70 patients, aged 79.1 ± 3.4). We considered coexistent diseases, smoking habit, Revised Cardiac Risk Index for Pre-Operative Risk (Lee index), some laboratory tests, type and mode of surgery (elective vs urgent/emergent). Statistical analysis was performed with Kruskal Wallis and Chi2 tests.

Results: Frequency of some complications such as myocardial infarction, pneumonia, sepsis, stroke or bleeding was similar in compared groups. Nevertheless, we observed a statistically significant difference in the frequency of acute kidney injury underrating dialysis (respectively, for groups I–III: 3.28% vs. 17.80% vs. 20.00%; p = 0.013), multi-organ failure (1.64% vs. 10.17% vs. 14.29%; p = 0.039) and intrahospital mortality (1.64% vs. 11.86% vs. 18.57%; p = 0.009). The groups were comparable regarding the coexistent diseases – the only differentiative feature was hypertension that occurred less in group I (62.30%) than in other groups (82.20% and 81.43%, p = 0.01). There was no significant difference between groups in preoperative risk determined by Lee index and mode of surgery procedure. However, older patients had higher mean creatine level on admission than younger patients (72.2 ± 21.5 vs. 91.3 ± 34.2 vs. 94.4 ± 37.7 umol/l, p < 0.005), lower eGFR (109 ± 31 vs. 84.5 ± 29.1 vs. 73.8 ± 24.7 ml/min/1.73 m², p < 0.001) and more
often underwent procedure due to ruptured aneurysm (4.92% vs. 9.32% vs. 11.43%, \( p < 0.001 \)).

**Conclusion:** Age is a significant feature which increases the frequency of acute kidney injury, multi-organ failure and intra-hospital mortality in compared groups despite similar coexistent diseases, mode of surgery and preoperative risk determined by Lee index.\(^2\)
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**Aim:** This study was to evaluate diagnostic data and outcomes of endoscopic treatment for submucosal tumors (SMTs) of the upper third of the esophagus.

**Introduction:** Esophageal submucosal tumors (SMTs) are very rare, with prevalence of 0.5% in autopsy series. Among them leiomyomas are the most common, they originate from the muscularis propria (4th EUS layer) or muscularis mucosa (2th EUS layer) of the esophageal wall.\(^1\) Submucosal lesions of the upper third is very rare and occur in 4% of cases.\(^2\) Submucosal tunneling endoscopic resection (STER) and endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) are modern techniques for treating SMTs. The choice between them depends on layer of origin of the tumor.

**Methods:** In this study we included 2 patients with SMT of the upper third of the esophagus. For diagnostics we used esophageal symptoms questionnaire, endoscopic ultrasonography (EUS) and/or computed tomography (CT) to determine layer of origin, size and relation of lesions to the surrounding structures and organs. Esophageal manometry were used to identify problems with movement and pressure in the esophagus. Immunohistochemistry and histological analysis were performed postoperatively.

**Results:** Both patients were asymptomatic, tumors were found accidentally during routine esophagoscopy. Although in both cases manometry of the esophagus revealed increased distal latency (DL) comaring with mean value in patient without esophageal SMT. In the first case tumor arised from 4th EUS layer, hence we used STER, subcutaneous emphysema of the neck occurred during operation. In the second case lesion originated from 2th EUS layer, therefore ESD was performed. En bloc resection was achieved in both cases, histological diagnoses were leiomyomas.

**Conclusion:** Upper third of the esophagus is the most difficult location for performing endoscopic techniques. Determination of the layer of origin is crucial, as on that depends the choice of treatment tactics. Increased DL in such patients requires further study.

**Acknowledgements:** We would like to show our gratitude to the Rector of our university, S.F. Baginenko, for the support of this study.
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**Aim:** To identify the relationship between the condition of utero-placento-foetal circulation with the clinical course of gestational process and its impact on perinatal outcome.

**Introduction:** The period of foetal development before birth is so extensive however, only a small part of the duration of this period, which largely determines the quality of his later life. It is a proven fact that the events during the prenatal period effects the outcomes of pregnancy which are favourable in childbirth, later leading to diseases in adulthood.

**Methods:** We analysed the course of pregnancy, delivery, the condition of the foetus and newborn from 72 pregnant women (24–41 weeks of gestation) with placental dysfunction at the 3rd Maternity Hospital, Zaporozhye.

**Results:** According to CT, distress of the foetus were confirmed in 22.7% of pregnant women with impaired hemodynamics I-A degree, 24.8% with impaired hemodynamics, at 30.6% with circulatory disorders of the II degree. On analysis of the hemodynamics in the system of maternal-placento-foetal revealed violations of IPC(I-A) in 46% of cases, ACC(I-B) at 28.7%, IPC and SPC(I-C) at 12.7%, critical blood vessels PPK(III) and 3.4% of cases. The frequency of caesarean section in pregnant women with dysfunction of placenta was 28.2%, of which the foetal distress was 22.4%, vacuum extraction of the foetus were used in 3.2%. The analysis of the development of newborn from mothers with placental dysfunction, identified the violation of their status at birth and Apgar score 7–5 points received at birth 11.2% of newborn.

**Conclusion:** Analysis of indicators of physical development of newborns in the early neonatal period were distinguished by the presence of signs of functional immaturity. Clinical and statistical analysis conducted revealed a high frequency of complications of pregnancy and childbirth in women with dysfunction of the placenta.

**Acknowledgements:** I would like to express my special thanks of gratitude to my associate professor Nataliya Victorovna Gaidai as well as my co-authors Varahabhatla Vamsi and Katnam Sahithi who gave me this golden opportunity to do this wonderful project on the topic. The role of the state of uterine placental foetal circulation